Tool use, communicative gesture and cerebral asymmetries in the modern human brain
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Determining the brain adaptations that underlie complex tool-use skills is an important component in understanding the physiological bases of human material culture. It is argued here that the ways in which humans skilfully use tools and other manipulable artefacts is possible owing to adaptations that integrate sensory–motor and cognitive processes. Data from brain-injured patients and functional neuroimaging studies suggest that the left cerebral hemisphere, particularly the left parietal cortex, of modern humans is specialized for this purpose. This brain area integrates dynamically representations that are computed in a distributed network of regions, several of which are also left-lateralized. Depending on the nature of the task, these may include conceptual knowledge about objects and their functions, the actor’s goals and intentions, and interpretations of task demands. The result is the formation of a praxis representation that is appropriate for the prevailing task context. Recent evidence is presented that this network is organized similarly in the right- and left-handed individuals, and participates in the representation of both familiar tool-use skills and communicative gestures. This shared brain mechanism may reflect common origins of the human specializations for complex tool use and language.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Palaeolithic record indicates that our ancestors began modifying rocks for pounding at least 2.5 Myr ago (Ambrose 2001). Subsequently, rocks were attached to sticks to create compound tools that were capable of generating higher impact forces. These hammers, as well as many other manipulable artefacts, have been refined into their various modern forms through a process of cumulative cultural evolution (Basalla 1988; Tomasello 1999). Though difficult to trace in the fossil record, advancing technology was accompanied by the evolution of specific manual skills involved in the use of these implements. Given that all primates possess the ability to dexterously reach, grasp and manipulate objects with their hands, why is it that only humans have developed such an extensive and universal material culture?

One possibility is that modifications to the neural circuits of the primate brain involved in the sensory–motor control of manual prehension underlie these human specializations. Training macaques to use simple tools that extend their normal manual abilities (e.g. reaching with a stick (Iriki et al. 1996) or grasping with a set of tongs (Umlità et al. 2008)) induces experience-dependent modifications in sensory–motor representations. Likewise, while the gross functional organization of areas involved in the manual prehension may be conserved (Rizzolatti & Craighero 2004; Greffes & Fink 2005), there are regional differences between monkey and human brains (Preuss et al. 1996; Orban et al. 2004). Yet, can human tool-use skills really be understood strictly in terms of sensory–motor adaptations? Consider the use of the modern claw hammer. The most stable way to grasp this, or any other object, is at its centre of mass (Blake et al. 1992), and this location can be rapidly and often very accurately estimated on the basis of an object’s perceived shape (Goodale et al. 1994; Johnson-Frey 2005b). If the actor’s goal is pounding a nail, however, grasping the hammer by its head may not be ideal. Instead, an actor possessing knowledge about the functionality of the hammer would probably select a less stable grip, but one that is better suited for pounding. By grasping the handle at different distances from the centre of mass, the skilled carpenter can further optimize the trade-off between force and precision in accordance with the prevailing task demands. If bent by an errant blow, it might even become necessary to reverse the grip in order to remove the compromised nail with the hammer’s claw. Or, the actor may decide to pass the hammer to a colleague in which case grasping the hammer by its head might actually be preferred.

As this example makes clear, the ways in which we skilfully interact with tools and other artefacts are highly context dependent, and aspects of this context are not specified by the physical properties of the task or actor’s body. Though certainly necessary, sensory–motor processes alone are therefore insufficient to account for this flexibility. These skills are also influenced by conceptual knowledge about objects and their functions, the actor’s intended goals and interpretations of prevailing task demands. These various sources of sensory–motor and
cognitive information are somehow integrated to form internal representations that constrain and guide manual praxis, engendering a flexibility that is absent even in the tool-using behaviours of our nearest living relatives (Povinelli 2000; Johnson-Frey 2003). Determining the neural mechanisms that make this possible is elemental to understanding the origins of human material culture.

2. THE LEFT CEREBRAL HEMISPHERE AND PRAXIS

It has been known for more than a century that damage, especially to the left cerebral hemisphere of humans, can lead to apraxia—an impairment in the representation of acquired skills that cannot be attributed to difficulties in linguistic, sensory or lower level motor functions such as weakness or paralysis (Geschwind & Kaplan 1962; Heilman & Rothi 1997; Leiguarda & Marsden 2000). The difficulties experienced by these patients are not primarily with the sensory–motor control, as they often perform well when allowed to actually use objects. Instead, their impairments come to the fore when faced with tasks such as pantomime or imitation that require accessing stored action representations under circumstances that provide minimal contextual support. The fact that their problems occur when using either upper limb indicates that the affected internal representations are at a level of abstraction that is independent of the limb involved in producing the movements.

The ability to pantomime familiar tool or object use skills in response to a verbal command has long been considered a critical test for diagnosing apraxia because it isolates the retrieval of stored praxis representations in response to minimally informative stimuli. Several investigations have used functional neuroimaging to examine the neural mechanisms underlying the performance of this task (for reviews see Johnson-Frey 2004 and Lewis 2006). Consistent with lesion loci in apraxia (Haaland et al. 2000), retrieval and planning of these actions is consistently associated with increased activity in a distributed network of areas in the left cerebral hemisphere that includes a combination of areas within parietal, premotor, prefrontal and posterior temporal cortices (Moll et al. 2000; Choi et al. 2001; Ohgami et al. 2004; Rumiti et al. 2004; Johnson-Frey et al. 2005c; Fridman et al. 2006). This left cerebral asymmetry is observed regardless of whether the forthcoming actions involve the use of the left or right hands (Moll et al. 2000; Choi et al. 2001; Ohgami et al. 2004; Johnson-Frey et al. 2005c).

By contrast, sensory–motor functions involved in actually pantomiming these skills are represented in a largely symmetrical system. Both hemispheres show increased activity in parietal and premotor areas when executing these actions, with pronounced engagement of the primary sensory–motor cortex contralateral to the involved limb (Johnson-Frey et al. 2005c).

3. THE PRAXIS REPRESENTATION NETWORK

Together, the patient and neuroimaging data converge on the hypothesis that functions involved in representing manual praxis skills are asymmetrically organized in the modern human brain. Retrieval and planning of these actions reliably activates a distributed network in the left cerebral hemisphere and damage in these areas frequently results in apraxia. Though several proposals have been offered on the basis of neuropsychological data (Rothi et al. 1991; Cubelli et al. 2000; Buxbaum 2001), a complete understanding of the processes taking place within this architecture is lacking.

An alternative approach is to consider what modifications to the sensory–motor control of prehension in primates might be necessary to accommodate human tool-use skills. A useful starting point is a computational model developed to explain how objects’ visual affordances constrain the selection of grasping actions (Fagg & Arbib 1998). The foundation of the Fagg, Arbib, Rizzolatti and Sakata (FARS) model is anatomical and physiological data indicate that grasping actions are represented in a network consisting of interconnected areas of the macaque inferior parietal lobule and ventral premotor cortex (Rizzolatti & Matelli 2003). Parietal cortex is viewed as playing a critical role in selecting manual actions through the integration of multiple sources of information received from other regions distributed throughout the cerebral cortex. For instance, in addition to sensory information about objects’ spatial attributes (e.g. form, size, orientation) and the properties of the hand and the arm, parietal cortex also receives input about the objects’ identities from the inferotemporal cortex. Likewise, areas of the prefrontal cortex provide information on the prevailing task demands. These inputs bias the selection of an appropriate grasp representation in the parietal cortex, and this choice then determines which motor prototypes in the ventral premotor cortex are activated and passed to the primary motor cortex for execution.

Aspects of this framework can be extended to accommodate human praxis where the selection of actions is heavily influenced by cognition. This view is a departure from traditional conceptualizations of the left parietal cortex as a repository for stored praxis representations (for a history, see Leiguarda & Marsden 2000 and Goldenberg 2003). Instead, this region is cast in the role of dynamically assembling praxis representations to satisfy constraints that are provided by computations undertaken in a multitude of other brain regions. The exact computations, and thus the other brain areas involved, will be highly dependent on the particular demands of the task (i.e. context dependent) that, as illustrated earlier for the use of a hammer, often evolve through time. Tool-use pantomime, for instance, requires access to conceptual knowledge of manipulable objects and their functions, and the left posterior temporal cortex appears to play a role in representing this information (Damasio et al. 2001; Mahon et al. 2007; Martin 2007). Likewise, the relationship between a verbally cued object and any associated movements is arbitrary, and the dorsal premotor cortex is involved in representing these conditional stimulus–response associations (Grafton et al. 1998; Picard & Strick 2001). The middle frontal gyrus may likewise contribute information pertaining to the actor’s prospective goals (Duncan & Owen 2000; Rowe et al. 2000; Buccino et al. 2004). If visual objects were provided as cues, then areas of the fusiform gyrus
in the temporal cortex involved in coding object’s visual properties would be engaged (Chao et al. 1999), and so forth. If this system is really so flexible, then it might be expected to also participate in constructing representations even of those meaningful praxis skills that do not involve using artefacts.

4. TOOL USE AND COMMUNICATIVE GESTURES

It is believed that advanced tool use preceded and may have played a role in the evolution of gestural communication (Bradshaw & Nettleton 1982; Gibson 1993). If so, then one might expect to find common neurological substrates involved in representing both types of praxis skills. Yet, the prevailing wisdom in neuropsychology is that acquired tool-use skills and communicative gestures involve two distinct representational systems (Rothi et al. 1991; Cubelli et al. 2000; Buxbaum 2001). This view is based on observations that apraxic patients who falter at tool-use pantomime are often less impaired (Roy et al. 1991; Foundas et al. 1999), or completely unaffected (Rapcsak et al. 1993; Dumont et al. 1999), when performing communicative gestures (e.g. waving hello). To date, only a single neuroimaging study has attempted to identify areas involved in representing these skills (Fridman et al. 2006). Given the data from brain-lesioned patients, it is surprising that no differences were detected in the parietal cortex. Instead, only the left ventral premotor cortex responded more when planning tool-use actions versus communicative gestures. The interpretation of these findings is challenging due to the fact that only the right hand was tested. The difference in the left ventral premotor cortex could be specific to the use of the contralateral right hand, for example.

Recently, we revisited this issue (Kroliczak & Frey 2007). The brain activity of 12 healthy right-handed adults was monitored by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while they retrieved stored praxis representations in response to randomly ordered verbs denoting familiar tool-use actions (e.g. ‘cutting’) or communicative gestures (e.g. ‘beckoning’). In conditions designed to control for linguistic stimulus processing, participants were presented with verbs denoting familiar mental actions (e.g. ‘believing’). On each trial, they were instructed to read the stimulus word and, in the case of verbs denoting physical actions, prepare to undertake the associated movements using either their right (experiment 1) or left (experiment 2) hands. After a variable length delay interval, they were cued to reproduce the planned actions gently, taking care not to destabilize their heads. As in the previous studies introduced above, we found that retrieving and planning transitive actions for subsequent production with either hand increased activity in the left parietal, dorsal premotor, middle frontal and posterior temporal cortices (figure 1). Importantly, these very same areas showed increased activity when retrieving and planning intransitive gestures for subsequent production with either limb. In fact, no brain areas showed significantly greater activity when planning either behaviour relative to the other. That apraxic patients are sometimes less affected when performing communicative gestures may indicate that tool-use pantomime is simply a task that places more demands on this system, perhaps because it requires participants to represent both the absent objects (a key piece of contextual information) and the associated actions.

These findings are also important in that they provide neurological evidence consistent with hypothesized links between the origins of tool use and language (Greenfield 1991), including the suggestion that tool use may have played a causal role in the evolution of gestural communication (Bradshaw & Nettleton 1982;
Gibson 1993). The acquisition of these behaviours, particularly through imitation (Buccino et al. 2004) and/or observational (Frey & Gerry 2006) learning, may involve Broca’s area. Yet, contrary to what might be expected on the basis of previous models (Greenfield 1991), we find no evidence to suggest that Broca’s area is a critical substrate for representing these skills once established, at least not in the adult modern human brain (figure 1). Instead, the neural overlap between tool use and communicative gestures is actually much more extensive and distributed. As for why this might be, an interesting possibility to consider hinges on the fact that both classes of behaviour can be viewed as goal-directed, manipulative acts. Rather than affecting inanimate objects through direct application of force, communicative gestures often target individuals in whom we hope to evoke a certain behavioural response. Gallagher & Frith (2004) found that observing such instrumental gestures activated many of these same left-lateralized areas, while observing gestures that expressed the actor’s internal emotional state engaged a distinct network in regions of temporal and paracingulate cortices implicated in mentalizing tasks. Though our lack of cues for expressive gestures in the present experiments precludes us from addressing this issue, whether or not such a dissociation is observed when retrieving representations for subsequent production is an interesting question for future work.

All of the studies discussed thus far have exclusively involved right-handed (i.e. left-hemisphere motor dominant) individuals. Whether or not a similar pattern of left cerebral asymmetry is present in left-handers is a question whose answer could shed additional light on the origins and nature of the praxis system.

5. HAND DOMINANCE AND PRAXIS

Other primates do show hand preferences under certain circumstances (Hopkins & Pearson 2000; Hopkins & Russell 2004). Yet, none are known to display the population-level bias evident in humans where approximately 90% of individuals consistently favour their right hand for fine motor tasks (Coren & Porac 1977; Annett 2006). Evidence from the fossil and archaeological records suggests that this right-hand (i.e. left-hemisphere) bias for manual control existed very early in our lineage (Steele 2006). Our understanding of the relationship between hand dominance and acquired praxis skills at the neurological level is, however, incomplete.

One possibility is that our right-hand dominance is a reflection of the left-lateralized system for representing manual praxis (Geschwind & Galaburda 1985; Heilman 1997). It could also be true that hand dominance and praxis rely on separable mechanisms, but that there is an advantage to having them co-located in the same cerebral hemisphere. This arrangement would, for example, eliminate the need for interhemispheric transfer by allowing praxis representations to be accessed directly by areas in the left hemisphere which are involved in controlling distal movements of the contralateral right hand. In either case, these hypotheses predict a strong linkage between hand dominance and praxis skills. Accordingly, left-handers should represent acquired manual skills in their motor dominant right hemispheres. Evidence is surprisingly scarce. While it is true that some left-handers do show signs of apraxia following right hemisphere lesions (Poeck & Kerschensteiner 1971; Valenstein & Heilman 1979; Dobato et al. 2001), the same can be said for some right-handed patients (Marchetti & Della Sala 1997; Raymer et al. 1999). On the neuroimaging side, left-handed participants do show greater recruitment of right parietal, frontal and temporal cortices than right-handers when listening to the sounds made by using handheld tools versus animals, and this might reflect automatic activation of right-lateralized praxis representations (Lewis et al. 2006).

Alternatively, it could be that the mechanisms responsible for hand dominance and praxis are relatively independent (Lausberg et al. 1999). If so, then most left-handers should also represent praxis skills in their left hemispheres. This view receives support from a large study of adults undergoing unilateral inactivation of the cerebral hemispheres presurgically (i.e. Wada testing). Results indicate that the ability to pantomime actions is more closely associated with the laterality of language functions than hand dominance (Meador et al. 1999). Over 90% of right-handers are also left-hemisphere dominant for language (Knecht et al. 2000a). In left-handers, there is greater variability with approximately 70% showing left-hemisphere dominance and the rest displaying either a bilateral or right-lateralized organization (Kimura 1983; Knecht et al. 2000b). Additional support for the separation of mechanisms involved in praxis and hand dominance can be found in our earlier investigations of tool-use pantomime in left- and right-handed patients who had undergone complete surgical transections of the corpus callosum to treat medically intractable epilepsy (i.e. ‘split brain’ surgery; Johnson-Frey 2005a). Both individuals in the study are left-hemisphere dominant for language. Despite their handedness differences, both were also found to be most accurate when stimuli were presented to their isolated left hemispheres and pantomimes were produced with their right hands.

We recently completed an fMRI project using the same procedure described above to look at the representation of familiar tool-use actions and communicative gestures in a sample of strongly left-handed individuals. The preliminary results are largely similar to those of the right-handed individuals discussed earlier. Retrieving and planning both types of actions was associated with increased activity within the same left-lateralized regions. Along with our earlier split brain results, these findings suggest that, in modern humans, praxis representations and hand dominance may rely on relatively independent neurological mechanisms.

6. SUMMARY

Though difficult to investigate through the fossil record, the manual skills involved in using complex tools and other manipulable artefacts are a key
component of human material culture. Determining the brain mechanisms that underlie these human specializations has the potential to yield critical insights into their origins, and the methods of cognitive neuroscience make such inquiry possible in the modern human brain. I have argued that sensory–motor adaptations in systems that control prehension are necessary, but not sufficient to explain the complex and flexible ways in which humans routinely use tools and other manipulable artefacts. These praxis behaviours are influenced as well by cognitive processes that provide contextual information beyond what is available to the senses. Conceptual knowledge about objects and their functions, the actors’ goals and interpretations of task demands all influence the selection of these praxis behaviours. Evidence from apraxic patients and functional neuroimaging studies converge on the hypothesis that the human left cerebral hemisphere is asymmetrically involved in the processes that make this possible. Rather than serving as a repository for skill memories, the left parietal cortex is said to assemble praxis representations dynamically in order to fit the multiple constraints provided by a variety of computations distributed throughout the left hemisphere and possibly beyond. The result is the formation of an internal praxis representation that can be used to guide contextually appropriate actions. There are reasons to believe that critical aspects of this system are organized similarly in both right- and left-handed individuals, and therefore these functions may be relatively independent of those responsible for hand dominance. Furthermore, the very same brain areas involved in representing familiar tool-use skills also show increased activity when retrieving and planning communicative gestures. This is consistent with the hypothesis that human specializations for tool use and language have common origins.
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